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LOW POWER INFRARED PORTABLE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

WITH WIRELESS RECEIVER AND METHODS REGARDING SAME

Field of the Invention

The present invention pertains to portable communication systems. More

particularly, the present invention relates to an infrared (IR) portable system that

employs an infrared wireless receiver and/or an IR wireless transmitter.

Short range, wireless transmission of audio is an established and convenient

manner for users to listen to sound soxirces such as television, stereo and computer

multimedia devices without disturbing others. Typically, such privacy listening

systems employ one or two earphones mounted into a headset that contains the

receiver circuitry and power supply.

Generally, wireless communication systems use one of acoustic, radio

frequency, mfrared, and inductive techniques for short range transmission of audio.

Radio frequency and infrared signal transmission are most commonly used for such

short range transmission; however, magnetic induction is also used as described in

U.S. Patent 5,774,791 to Strohallen et al., entitled "Low Power Wireless

Commimication System Employing Magnetic Control Zones," issued 30 June 1998.

As described in U.S. Patent 5,774,791, a receiver configured as a behind the

ear (BTE) hearing aid, an in the ear (ITE) hearing aid, or as a cordless headset is

described. A transmitter unit, which may mclude a microphone for picking up

extemal sounds, modulates audio sound to drive a magnetic transmission element,

e.g., a neck loop, for transmission to the receiver. The receiver, which includes a

magnetic receiving element, demodulates the received signal to provide a sound

output to the user. In one embodiment of U.S. Patent 5,774,791, a headset which

includes the receiver containing the magnetic receiving element, also may include
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an infrared (IR) transmitter for transmitting signals back to a base station for two-

way communication.

Various types ofphones are available, such as cordless phones, cordless

cellular phones, corded phones, etc. hi particular, cellular phone usage has

5 increased dramatically over the years. Most hand-held radiotelephones, such as

mobile phones, or cordless telephones are designed to assume at least the size of a

conventional handset during operation, e.g., a fixed handset configuration or a flip

phone configuration, with the antenna being in close proximity to the user's head.

Recently, health concerns over cell phone radiation and the safety concerns over use

10 of the cell phones while driving (e.g., desire for hands free operation) invite

significant new development in this technology.

Several earpiece receivers have been described for phones even though the

generally sizeable circuitry and battery power requirements for IR receivers pose a

= significant challenge to subminiaturization and have generally precluded the use of

fy 15 a comfortable and convenient subminiature earpiece. For example, U.S. Patent No.

,2 5,881,149 to Weatherill, entitled "Portable Communications Device With Wireless

W Transmitter and Detachable Earpiece Including a Wireless Receiver," issued 9

March 1999, describes a portable communication device, i.e., a phone, having a

% detachable receiver part which can be placed against the ear for use. The portable

=P 20 commimications device has an integral transmitter for communicating with the

=5 detachable receiver part. Further, U.S. Patent No. 5,966,643 to Radley, entitled

"Hand-Held Radiotelephone Having Two-Part Construction," issued 12 October

1999, describes a radiotelephone having an earpiece that is spatially separated from

the other components ofthe radiotelephone and includes an IR receiver. The

25 housing of the handheld radiotelephone includes an IR transmitter, i.e., the

transmitter is integral with the radiotelephone.

It v^ll be recognized that m each example, the transmitter is hitegral with the

phone. As such, the extemal wireless earpiece receiver will only function with a

particular type ofphone.
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Further, IR systems have been criticized for being restricted to line of sight

communications. While line of sight communications provide for a relatively

secure communication link, IR commimications have been described as reqiiiring

considerable power. For example, the amount ofpower required by an IR receiver

is generally proportional to the ambient light conditions in the user area and the

range or distance from the transmitter. Thus, as the ambient light level increases,

the power that is needed generally increases. In a like manner, as the range or

distance from the transmitter to the receiver increases the power required also

increases.

Summary of the Invention

A portable communication system and components thereof are provided

according to the present invention to overcome one or more of the problems

described above. The system according to the present invention provides a

imiversal transmitter that mechanically couples to a communication device having a

soxmd output, e.g., a cellular phone handset, and which transforms the sound output

into infrared signals for transmission to a wireless receiver. Thus, at least for

cellular phones, the type ofphone or wire handset is generally irrelevant and the

transmitter can be used with numerous types ofphones and handsets. A direct input

to the transmitter from the sound output ofthe communication device provides

privacy listening. Further, pulse code modulation provides the system according to

the present invention with very low power consumption while achieving high

quality IR communication. In addition, several designs of a receiver for BTE

positioning or ITE positioning are described.

A portable communication system according to the present invention for use

with a communication apparatus having a sound output device includes an infrared

transmitter apparatus. The infrared transmitter apparatus comprises a microphone

to generate an audio signal from received sound input, at least one infrared light

emitting device, modulation circuitry operable to convert the audio signal to one or

more constant width electrical pulses (e.g., less than about 2 microseconds in



duration, preferably less than about 1 microsecond in duration) to drive the infrared

light emitting device to transmit one or more corresponding constant width infrared

pulses, and a transmitter housing enclosing the microphone and modulation

circuitry and upon which the infrared light emitting device is mounted. The

transmitter housing is configured to be removably coupled to the communication

apparatus such that the microphone is positioned adjacent the sound output device

ofthe communication apparatus. The system further includes an infrared receiver

apparatus. The infrared receiver apparatus includes an infrared light detection

device to detect the one or more corresponding iirfrared pulses and generate one or

more electric signals representative of the detected infrared pulses, a speaker,

demodulation circuitry operable to convert the one or more electric signals

representative of the detected infrared pulses to an audio signal to power the speaker

to produce a soimd output, and a receiver housing enclosing the speaker and the

demodulation circuitry and upon which the infrared light detection device is

mounted. The receiver housing is formed to be self-supported entirely by the ear of

a user.

Li various embodiments of the system, the transmitter housing may be sized

for positioning ofthe microphone adjacent a speaker of a phone apparatus, the

transmitter housing may include structure for removably attaching the housing to

the phone apparatus (e.g., an opening sized to fit over an end of a phone apparatus

or an adjustable band element to attach the housing to a phone apparatus), the

receiver housing may include an in the ear receiver housing securable within the

concha ofthe ear, and the receiver housing may include a behind the ear receiver

housing securable by the piima ofthe ear.

hi another embodiment of the system, the modulation circuitry includes

pulse width modulation circuitry to convert the audio signal using a carrier signal to

one or more width modulated pulses. The width ofthe one or more pulses is varied

as a fimction of the audio signal. The circuitry fiirther includes an edge detect

circuit to detect the edges of the one or more width modulated pulses and to



generate constant width pulses based on the detected edges. In addition, the

circuitry includes a pulse driver circuit to drive the infrared light emitting device.

In another embodiment, the demodulation circuitry includes pulse detection

circuitry (e.g., an amplifier configuration and a comparator) to convert the one or

5 more electrical signals representative of the detected infrared pulses to one or more

constant width pulses based thereon. Pulse width convertor circuitry (e.g., a flip

flop) converts the one or more constant width pulses to one or more width

modulated pulses and pulse width demodulation circuitry converts the one or more

width modulated pulses to an audio signal for application to the speaker.

10 The receiver of the system may also include missing pulse detection

circuitry that includes detection circuitry to detect the absence ofone or more

constant width pulses and disable circuitry to disable one or more components of

the receiver upon detection ofthe absence of one or more constant width pulses. In

addition, the transmitter ofthe system may include a sound activated power circuit

15 to power one or more components ofthe transmitter upon detection of sound input.

A portable infrared transmitter apparatus for use with a conmiunication

apparatus having a sound output device is also provided. The transmitter apparatus

includes a microphone to generate an audio signal from received sound input, at

least one infrared light emitting device, modulation circuitry operable to convert the

20 audio signal to one or more constant width electrical pulses to drive the infrared

light emitting diode for transmission of one or more corresponding constant width

infrared pulses, and a transmitter housing enclosing the microphone and modulation

circuitry and upon which the at least one infrared light emitting device is mounted.

The transmitter housing is configured to be removably coupled to the

25 communication apparatus such that the microphone is positioned adjacent the somid

output device ofthe communication apparatus.

In various embodiments of the transmitter apparatus, the transmitter housing

may be sized for positioning ofthe microphone adjacent a speaker of a phone

apparatus and the transmitter housing may include structure for removably attaching

30 the housing to the phone apparatus (e.g., an opening sized to fit over an end of a
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phone apparatus or an adjustable band element to attach the housing to a phone

apparatus).

A portable infrared receiver apparatus according to the present invention is

also described. The receiver apparatus includes an infrared light detection device to

5 detect one or more infrared pulses and to generate one or more electric signals

representative ofthe detected infrared pulses, a speaker, and demodulation circuitry

operable to convert the one or more electric signals representative of the detected

infrared pulses to an audio signal to power the speaker to produce a sound output.

The demodulation circuitry includes pulse detection circuitry to convert the one or

10 more electrical signals representative of the detected infrared pulses to one or more

constant width pulses based thereon, pulse width convertor circuitry to convert the

one or more constant width pulses to one or more width modxxlated pulses, and

pulse width modulation circuitry to convert the one or more width modulated pulses

to an audio signal for application to the speaker. The receiver apparatus further

ill 1 5 comprises a receiver housing enclosing the speaker and the demodulation circuitry

and upon which the infrared light detection device is moimted. The receiver

ft housing is formed to be self-supported entirely by the ear of a user,

Q Several receiver housings according to the present invention are also

5 described. In one embodiment, the receiver housing includes an in the ear receiver

:C 20 housing securable within the concha ofthe ear. The receiver housing includes a

:5 speaker portion enclosing at least a speaker and a power source. The speaker

portion has a compactable/expandable material about at least a portion thereof to

support the receiver housing in the concha of the ear. The material is placed in a

compacted state upon msertion in the concha of the ear and fiirther the material

25 expands to an expanded state to hold the receiver housing in the concha of the ear

upon release from the compacted state. The receiver housing fiirther includes an

elongated portion extending from the speaker portion enclosing at least a portion of

the demodulation circuitry. The infrared light detection device is positioned on the

elongated portion.
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In another embodiment of a receiver housing, the receiver housing includes

a behind the ear receiver housing securable by the pinna of the ear. The receiver

housing includes a first portion that includes a behind the ear element to secure the

receiver housing by the pinna ofthe ear and a speaker holding element extending

5 from the behind the ear element. The speaker holding element has an opening

defined therethrough and includes speaker contacts (e.g., mounted in the opening).

The receiver housing includes a second portion encompassing the speaker. The

second portion is sized to be retained within the opening and includes speaker

contacts for mating with the speaker contacts of the speaker holding element.

10 A method of using a portable commimication system with a phone apparatus

having a sound output device is also described according to the present invention.

The method includes providing a removable transmitter apparatus. The removable

transmitter apparatus includes a microphone to generate an audio signal from

received soimd input, a transmitter device, modulation circuitry operable to convert

ii| 15 the audio signal to an electrical signal to drive the transmitter device for

2: transmission of signals representative of the audio signal, and a transmitter housing

\S enclosing at least the microphone and modulation circuitry. The removable

Q transmitter apparatus is secured to the phone apparatus such that the microphone is

^ positioned adjacent the sound output device of the communication apparatus.
U
£ 20 In one embodiment ofthe method, the removable transmitter apparatus

|5 includes an opening sized to fit over a portion of a phone apparatus. As such, the

removable transmitter apparatus is secured to the phone apparatus by positioning

the opening over the portion, e.g., an end portion of the phone. In another

embodiment, the removable transmitter apparatus is secured to the phone apparatus

25 by positioning a band of the removable transmitter apparatus about a perimeter of

the phone apparatus. In yet another embodiment, the removable transmitter

apparatus may be secured to the phone apparatus by using a two face adhering

system, e.g., adhesive, hook and loop fasteners, etc. In another embodiment of the

method, the removable transmitter apparatus is detached from the phone apparatus

30 and secured to a different phone apparatus.
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Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 is a general block diagram illustration of a portable communication

system according to the present invention.

Figure 2 is a block diagram ofone illustrative embodiment of a portable

communication system shown generally in Figure 1

.

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram ofone illustrative embodiment of an IR

transmitter apparatus of a portable communication system shown generally in

Figure 2.

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of one illustrative embodiment of an IR

receiver apparatus of a portable communication system shown generally in Figure 2.

Figure 5 is a waveform diagram used to illustrate the functions provided by

the IR transmitter apparatus of Figure 3.

Figure 6 is a waveform diagram used to illustrate the ftinctions provided by

the IR receiver apparatus of Figure 4.

Figure 7A is a block diagram ofan altemate IR transmitter apparatus of a

portable communication system shown generally in Figure 1

.

Figure 7B is a block diagram of an altemate IR receiver apparatus of a

portable communication system shown generally in Figure 1.

Figure 8 is a waveform diagram used to illustrate the functions provided by

the IR transmitter apparatus of Figure 7A.

Figure 9 is a waveform diagram used to illustrate the functions provided by

the IR receiver apparatus of Figure 7B.

Figure 10 is a perspective view of an IR transmitter apparatus and an ER

receiver apparatus of a system as shown in Figure 1 used with a phone apparatus.

Figure 1 1 is a more detailed perspective view ofthe IR transmitter apparatus

of Figure 10 and the phone with which it can be used.

Figure 12A is a side view ofthe IR receiver apparatus of Figure 10.

Figure 12B is an exploded end view of the IR receiver apparatus of Figure

12A.
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Figure 12C is a perspective rear view of a speaker portion of the IR receiver

apparatus of Figure 12B.

Figure 13 is an illustrative view of an alternate embodiment of an IR

transmitter apparatus having a band element for attachment to a phone apparatus.

Figure 14 is a side view of an alternate embodiment of an IR receiver

apparatus, e.g., earbud.

Figure 15 is a an illustrative perspective view of a lapel IR transmitter

apparatus useable with the communication system of Figure 1.

Figures 16A-16B are illxistrations ofcorded IR transmitters and receivers

usable with the communication system of Figure 1.

Detailed Description of the Embodiments

A portable communication system 10 according to the present invention

shall be described generally with reference to Figure 1 . Thereafter, various

embodiments ofthe portable communication system 10 and components thereof or

used therewith shall be described with reference to Figures 2-16.

As shown in Figure 1, portable commimication system 10 includes an IR

transmitter apparatus 12 which communicates by transmission ofIR signals 13,

preferably short ER pulses, with a portable IR receiver apparatus 14. Preferably, the

IR transmitter is a universal wireless IR transmitter apparatus that mechanically

couples to a communication device having a sound output source 16, e.g., a cellular

phone handset, and which transforms the sound output into infrared signals 13 for

transmission to the wireless receiver apparatus 14. It will be recognized that the

present invention, or one or more portions of the invention as described herein, may

be beneficially applied to various types of commimication devices, e.g., televisions,

computers, or any other apparatus having a soxmd output, electrical (e.g., the system

of Figure 16B, a television, etc.) or acoustical (e.g., a cellular phone, a corded phone

handset, etc.), to which a transmitter apparatus can be coupled.

The IR transmitter apparatus 12 includes a transmitter housing 28 in which

are located a microphone 22 and modulation circuitry 26. One or more IR emitting



devices 24, e.g., IR light emitting diodes (LEDs), are positioned on the transmitter

housing 28 for emission ofIR signals 13 to the receiver apparatus 14. The

microphone 22 is positioned for receiving sound output from an audio soimd source

16. The audio source 16 may be any sound producing device ofany communication

apparatus, such as a televison, a computer speaker, a radio, etc. Preferably, the

sound source 16 is a speaker of a phone apparatus such as a handset, corded or

wireless. More preferably, the audio soimd source 16 is a speaker of a cellular

phone.

The transmitter housing 28 is configured to be removably coupled by a

coupling device 17 to the communication apparatus, e.g., cellular phone, such that

the microphone 22 is positioned adjacent the sound output device 16, e.g., speaker

of the phone. Preferably, the microphone 22 is isolated so as to receive only soxmd

from the audio sound source 16 to reduce extemal noise. Various types of coupling

devices 17 are described herein with reference to the figures. For example, as

shown in Figure 1 1 , the transmitter housing may be slipped over one end of a

cellular phone, e.g., cap piece moxmting. Further, for example, as shown in Figure

13, the transmitter housing may include a band to wrap around a cellular phone.

However, such coupling may be provided by any number of techniques. For

example, two face mounting such as v^th the use of adhesive or hook and loop

fasteners may be used, or any other moimting structure that allows the transmitter to

be removed and used on another phone may be suitable. Compatibility of the

transmitter apparatus for use with multiple commxmication apparatus, e.g., phones,

is preferred.

The microphone 22 generates an audio signal from the received sound to be

applied to the modulation circuitry 26. The modulation circuitry 26 provides a

modulated signal to drive the IR light emitting device 24 for transmission ofIR

signals. Preferably, the modulation circuitry 26 is operable to convert the audio

signal into a stream of electrical pulses to drive the IR light emitting device 24.

Preferably, the audio signal is converted into a stream of constant v^dth electrical

pulses to drive the IR light emitting device 24 to transmit one or more
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#
corresponding constant width infrared pulses 13. Preferably, the pulse duration is

less than about 2 microsecond. More preferably, the pulse duration is less than

about 1 microsecond. The use of short pulses in the transmission of IR pulses,

allows the power of such pulses to be increased without exceeding the average

power rating ofthe IR light emitting device, e.g., ER LED.

The infrared receiver apparatus 14 includes an infrared Ught detection device

32 (e.g., an IR sensitive photodiode), demodulation circuitry 36 and a speaker 34.

The infrared light detection device 32 detects the IR signal transmitted by IR

transmitter apparatus 12. Preferably, the infrared light detection device 32 detects

infrared pulses transmitted thereby. The IR light detection device 32 generates one

or more electrical signals representative of the detected infrared pulses. The one or

more electrical signals are applied to demodulation circuitry 36. Demodulation

circuitry 36 is operable to convert the one or more electric signals representative of

the detected infrared signals, e.g., pulses, to an audio signal to power the speaker to

produce a sound output to be provided to the ear 1 8 of a user. One skilled in the art

will recognize that any modulation and demodulation circuitry may be used for

providing conmiimication according to the present invention as long as they are

compatible circuits, i.e., the demodulator circuitry is capable of demodulating the

modulated signal. For example, several modulation and demodulation techniques

are described herein vnih reference to Figures 2-9. Further, other modulation

techniques are described in U.S. Patent No. 5,774,791.

The IR receiver apparatus 14 fiirther includes a portable receiver housing 19.

The receiver housing 19 encloses the speaker 34 and the demodulation circuitry 36.

The infrared light detection device 32 is mounted on the receiver housing 19.

Further, preferably, the receiver housing 19 is formed to be self-supported entirely

by the ear of a user. Preferably, the receiver housing 19 is either securable within

the concha of the ear or the receiver housing 19 includes a behind the ear element

securing the receiver housing 19 by the pinna ofthe ear. Various configurations of

a receiver housing 19 according to the present invention are described herein with

reference to Figures 12 and 14. However, other forms are contemplated in
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accordance with the present invention and the universal transmitter 12 as described

herein may be used with any wireless receiver configuration, including in the ear or

behind the ear configurations as well as wireless headsets.

The portable nature ofthe IR communication system 10 is attained at least in

part through the selection of appropriate modulation and demodulation circuitry.

For example, large power requirements for such circuitry generally force an

increase in the size ofthe IR transmitter apparatus and IR receiver apparatus. As

such, lower power techniques are used to reduce the size of the components ofthe

present invention, e.g., require less and/or smaller batteries. Further, the complexity

ofthe modulation and demodulation circuitry tends to increase part count leading to

a larger size IR transmitter apparatus and IR receiver apparatus as well as to an

increase in the cost for the system components. The following description of

modulation and demodulation circuitry provided with reference to Figures 2-9

provides simple and low power techniques to reduce the size ofthe transmitter

apparatus and receiver apparatus of a portable communication system 10.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram ofone illustrative embodiment of a portable

communication system 60. The portable commxmication system 60 of Figure 2

includes modulation circuitry 61 to convert an audio signal 63 fi-om a microphone

62 to a stream of electrical pulses 72 for driving an IR LED 74 to transmit IR pulses

80. An IR photodiode 88 detects the IR pulses 80 and generates one or more

electrical signals 89 representative of the detected IR pulses. The portable

commimication system 60 fiirther includes demodulation circuitry 81 to convert the

electrical signals to an audio signal 97 to power the speaker 98.

The modulation circuitry 61 includes pxilse width modulation circuit 67,

edge detect circuit 69, and pulse driver 71 . With use of such circuitry a constant

width pulse stream 70 is applied to the pulse driver 71 to drive the IR LED 74 with

a stream of corresponding pulses 72. Preferably, a repetitive substantially linear

waveform 67 of fixed repetition rate, i.e., a cyclic waveform having a predetermined

total cycle time or period (e.g., a 50 kHz signal having a 20 ^sec duty cycle), is

provided to pulse width modulation circuit 66 to be modulated by the audio signal
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63. The pulse width modulation circuit 66 generates a modulated pulse stream 68

wherein the width of the pulses vary according to the amplitude ofthe audio signal

63. Thereafter, the pulse width modulated pulse stream 68 is applied to an edge

detect circuit 69. The edge detect circuit 69 detects the positive and negative

transitions of each pulse of the pulse v^dth modulated pulse stream 68 and

generates a stream of constant width short pulses 70, i.e., constant dxiration pulses,

in response to the detected edges or transitions of the pulse width modulated pulse

stream 68.

Preferably, the constant width pulses ofthe stream ofpulses 70 have a duty

cycle that is less than 10 percent ofthe total cycle time of the carrier frequency or

input linear repetitive signal 67. More preferably, the duty cycle of the constant

width pulses of the stream ofpulses 70 is less than 5 percent of the total cycle of the

carrier frequency or input linear repetitive signal 67. In other words, for a 50 kHz

signal having a 20 ^isec cycle time, the constant width pulses are preferably less

than about 2 ^sec, and more preferably less than about 1 ^isec. The short pulse

duration allows the IR LED to be driven by a higher amplitude pxilse without

exceeding the average power limits of the IR LED. Such an increase in the power

used to drive the IR LED results in an increased distance of detection for the

transmitted pxxlses and/or a better quality received signal. For example, a 10 percent

duty cycle means that the IR LED can be pulsed 10 times harder than normal

without exceeding the average power limit of such devices. As such, the IR LED

can be seen a greater distance away because the LED may shine 10 times brighter.

Further, to detect such pulses, generally the input stage devices of a receiver

apparatus can be operable for shorter periods oftime which decreases power usage

by the receiver.

For example, the audio signal 63 may be sampled at a constant frequency of

about 50 kHz by a sawtooth waveform 67, e.g., the input carrier signal. The duty

cycle of the 50 kHz carrier is made to vary in proportion to the amplitude ofthe

audio signal 63 to residt in the pulse width modulated stream 68. Every edge or

transition of this pulse width modulated 50 kHz carrier signal 68 generates a very
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short duration pulse, with each pulse being of a constant width. These pulses are

sent to pulse driver 71 to drive the IR LED 74. Since there are two pulses for every

cycle of 50 kHz sampling, the total on-time duty cycle will be double that ofeach

pulses on time. Hence, to achieve a 10 percent transmission duty cycle, each pulse

will need to have a duty cycle of 5 percent of the total cycle time. Likewise, to

achieve a 20 percent transmission duty cycle, each pulse will need to have a duty

cycle of 10 percent of the total cycle time.

The demodulation circuitry 81 includes pulse detect circuit 90, pulse width

converter circuit 92, and pulse width demodulation circuit 96. With use of such

circuitry a stream of electrical signals 89 from an IR photodiode 88 representative

of received IR pulses 80 are converted to an audio signal 97 for application to

speaker 98. The IR photodiode 88 detects the IR pulses 80 transmitted by IR LED

74 and generates an electrical signal 89 as a function ofthe detected pulses. The

electrical signal 89 is provided to the pulse detect circuit 90 that receives, amplifies

and converts the electrical signal from the IR photodiode 88 to a stream ofpulses 91

representative of the detected IR pulses 80. This stream ofpulses 91 will be similar

to the pulse stream 70 generated in the modulation circuitry 61, at least with respect

to the time between pulses. The stream of pulses 91 is then applied to the pulse

width converter circuit 92 which converts the pulse stream 91 to a pulse width

modulated stream of pulses 95. The stream of pulse width modulated pulses 95

include pulses having varied widths, substantially similar to those of pulse stream

68 generated in the modulation circuitry 61 . This stream of pulse width modulated

pulses 95 is then applied to pulse width demodulation circuit 96 which generates the

audio signal 97 therefrom. For example, the demodulation circuit 96 filters the

pulse width modulated stream of pulses 95 to obtain the audio signal 97 to be

applied to speaker 98,

For example, using the 50 kHz input signal parameters described above, the

IR pulses 80 are detected by the IR photodiode 88 and electrical signals

representative thereof are buffered, amplified, and converted to digital pulses by the

pulse detect circuit 90. These pulses are used to toggle a pulse width converter 92,
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e.g., a flip flop circuit or a divide by two circuit, to convert the edge driven pulses

back to the original duty cycle ofthe pulse width modulated 50 kHz carrier signal

95 which was used to generate them. The pulse width modulated 50 kHz carrier

signal 95 is then filtered by pulse width modulation circuit 96 to leave the audio

signal 97 to power the speaker 98.

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of one illustrative embodiment for

implementing the IR transmitter apparatus shown generally in Figure 2. However,

it will be recognized that various other altemative implementations may be used

that fall within the scope of the present invention. The sound switched transmitter

circuit 100 shown in Figure 3 includes a microphone 101, a sawtooth generator

circuit 106, a microphone amplifier circuit 104, a sound activated power up circuit

130, a comparator circuit 108, an edge detect or edge to pulse conversion circuit

1 12, a pulse driver circuit 116, and LEDs 118. The operation of such circuits shall

be described with reference to the waveform diagram 202 of Figure 5.

The microphone 101 picks up sound input and applies an audio signal to

microphone amplifier circuit 104 including amplifiers 111 and 115. The audio

signal as amplified by amplifier 1 1 1 is applied to sound activated power up circuit

130 to determine the presence of an audio signal having sufficient amplitude such

that other transmitter circuitry should be supplied with power, including amplifier

115, The soxmd activated power up circuit 130 includes an amplifier/comparator

circuit 132, and also power switch circuitry, used to perform peak detection and to

compare the peaks detected to a reference signal. Upon receipt of an audio signal

having an amplitude above a certain predetermined limit, power is switched on to

other portions of the transmitter circuit via ground cormections, including power to

amplifier 115.

The audio signal amplified by amplifier 1 1 1 is provided to amplifier 115 and

amplified thereby when power is provided thereto. As such, the audio signal 204

having a desired amplitude, as shown in Figure 5, is applied to the negative input of

comparator circuit 108. The sawtooth generator circuit 106 generates a ramped 50

kHz sawtooth waveform 206 as shown in Figure 5. One skilled in the art will
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recognize that other cyclic waveforms may be suitable for use according to the

present invention. The comparator 107 is used to reset the sawtooth pulse every 20

liseconds and the dual transistor package 103 is used to provide the desired ramp for

the waveform 206. The sawtooth waveform 206 is applied to the positive input of

comparator circuit 108. The comparator circuit 108 compares the audio signal 204

and the sawtooth waveform 206, and generates an output that is a pulse width

modulated waveform 208 as shown in Figure 5. In other words, the width ofthe

pulses vary according to the amplitude of the audio signal 204.

The pulse width modulated waveform 208 is applied to edge detect circuit

1 12. The edge detect circuit 112 includes dual comparators 113 and 1 14. The

leading edge of a pulse of the pulse modulated waveform 208 turns on comparator

113 and generates a constant width pulse therefrom. The trailing edge of a pulse of

the pulse modulated waveform 208 turns on comparator 114 and generates a

constant width pulse therefrom. The polarity of such stream of constant width

pulses 210, as shown in Figure 5, generated based on the leading and trailing edges

of the pulse width modulated waveform 208 are not important. The width ofthe

pulses generated is controlled by pulse v^dth limiting circuit 1 10 of edge detect

circuit 112. For example, a reduction in capacitor values in the limit circuit 112

result in a shorter width pulse being generated.

As described previously, preferably, the constant width pulses of the stream

ofpulses 210 have a duty cycle that is less than 10 percent of the total cycle ofthe

sawtooth waveform 206, more preferably, 5 percent ofthe total cycle. In other

words, for the 50 kHz signal having a 20 ^sec duty cycle, the constant width pulses

are preferably less than about 2 ^sec, and more preferably less than about 1 ^sec.

The stream of constant wddth pulses 210 are applied to pulse driver circuit

1 1 6. The ER LEDs 1 1 8 are then driven by pulses from the pulse driver circuit 116

such that corresponding pulses of IR light are emitted therefrom.

Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of one illustrative embodiment for

implementing the IR receiver apparatus shown generally in Figure 2. However, it

will be recognized that various other altemative implementations may be used that
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fall within the scope ofthe present invention. For example, retriggerable and

resettable one shot circuits along with logic gating may be used to implement

functionality such as that provided by the flip flop. The IR receiver circuit 145

shown in Figure 4 includes an IR sensitive photodiode 140, an amplification cncuit

146, a comparator circuit 152, a pulse width converter circuit 154, a pulse width

demodulation circuit 160, a volume control circuit 168, missing pulse detection

circuit 167, and a speaker 170. The operation of such circuits shall be described

with reference to the waveform diagram 216 of Figure 6.

IR pulses are detected by IR sensitive photodiode 140 which generates an

electrical signal 212 as shown in Figure 6. The electrical output fi-om the

photodiode 140 includes electrical pulses corresponding to the IR pulses detected

thereby. The electrical signal 212 is applied to amplification circuit 146.

Amplification circuit 146 receives and amplifies the signal for application to

comparator circuit 152. The amplification circuit 146 includes three gain stages

147-149 and a buffer stage 1 50. Symmetrically opposed pulses are provided to

comparator circuit 152 firom the buffer stage 150. In other words, the stages 147-

150 provide positive and negative amplified pulses 214, i.e., symmetrically opposite

polarity pulses, as shown in Figure 5 to the comparator circuit 152. As such,

generally, at least in one embodiment, upon application of a detected pulse, the

positive input ofthe comparator circuit 152 is taken higher and the negative input

thereof is taken lower to provide a pxdse output firom the comparator circuit 1 52.

The gain of the stages may be fixed as desired. Further, the gain of one or more

stages may be adjusted on an ongoing basis to provide additional gain when

distances increase between the transmitter and receiver. One will recognize that

other amplification and comparison circuits may be used for detection purposes,

e.g., comparison of the amplitude of a single pulse to a reference.

As such, the comparator circuit 152 determines ifIR pulses have been

received and generates a stream of pulses 216 as shown in Figure 6 representative of

the detected IR pulses. This stream of pulses 216 is then applied to the pulse width

converter circuit 154 which basically divides the pulses by two. In other words, the
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flip flop 156 is toggled by the received pulses to convert the pulse stream 216 to a

pulse width modulated stream of pulses 218 as shown in Figure 6. This stream of

pulse width modulated pulses 218 is then applied to pulse width demodulation

circuit 160 which generates the audio signal 222 therefrom. For example, the

demodulation circuit 160 mcludes amplifier/filter circuit 164 to filter the received

pxilse width modulated stream of pulses 218 to obtain the audio signal 222. The

filtering is performed by filter components 165. The filtered audio signal is then

provided to amplifier 162 for amplification, and thereafter, application to speaker

170 for sound production.

The volume ofthe speaker 170 is controlled by volume control circuit 168.

The volume control circuit 168 includes a variable resistor that can be controlled by

a user in any known manner, e.g., turning of a wheel, activating a push button, or

any other method of user interface with a variable resistor.

The missing pulse detection circuit 167 ofthe receiver circuitry 145 detects

when comparator 152 does not receive a pulse. The circuit 167 provides a chip

disable signal to amplifier 162 when a pulse is not detected. This keeps the power

amplifier 162 from being turned on and any sound from the speaker is muted when

a missing pulse is detected. The output from the comparator circuit 152, i.e., pulses

being detected, causes transistor 161 to remain turned off. Absence of pulses allow

the switch to turn on activating the mute fimction. In other words, the output from

the comparator circuit, i.e., when pulses are detected, is rectified and filter by circuit

163 to provide a voltage to cause the transistor 161, i.e., mute switch, to remain off.

Absence of pulses allow the voltage (i.e., which is holding the switch 161 off) to

drop causing the switch 161 to tum on. This pulls the chip disable of the amplifier

162 high, which turns offpower to the speaker 170.

Figure 7A shows a block diagram of another illustrative embodiment of

transmitter circuitry 250 of a portable communication system 10 like that described

generally with reference to Figure 1 . The operation of the transmitter circuitry 250

shall be described with reference to the waveform diagram 330 of Figure 8. Figure

7B shows a block diagram of another illustrative embodiment of receiver circuitry
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300 of a portable communication system 10 like that describes generally with

reference to Figure 1 and operable with the transmitter circuitry 250 of Figure 7A.

The transmitter circuitry 250 shown in Figure 7A includes a microphone

252, a pulse width modxxlation circuit 254, a sawtooth generator circuit 258, a

reference pulse generator circuit 25 1, an edge detect or edge to pulse conversion

circuit 256, a pulse driver circuit 260, and a IR LED 270. The microphone 252 picks

up sound input and applies an audio signal 338 as shown in Figure 8, preferably

amplified, to the pulse width modulation circuit 254, e.g., a comparator circuit.

The sawtooth generator circuit 258 generates a sampling ramp signal 336 every

cycle 333 as shown in Figure 8, e.g., every 25 ^seconds, based on a reference pulse

signal 332 provided by pulse generator 251 at the start of every cycle. For example,

the reference pulse may be a 1 [isecond constant width pulse provided every 25

jiseconds.

The sampling ramp signal 336 is a sawtooth waveform much like the 50 kHz

waveform described with reference to Figure 3. However, the ramp time 335 as

shown in Figure 9 of the sampling ramp signal 336 is of shorter duration than the

ramp of the previous waveform which extended during the entire cycle.

The sampling ramp waveform 336 is applied to the pulse width modulation

circuit 254, e.g., a comparator circuit, along with the audio signal 338. The

comparator circuit compares the audio signal 338 and the sampling ramp waveform

336, and generates an output that is a pulse width modulated waveform 340 as

shown in Figure 9. In other words, the width ofthe pulses vary according to the

amplitude of the audio signal 338. However, the reason for using a shorter ramp

duration is to make the pulse width of the pulses of pulse wddth modulated

waveform 340 vary within a shorter time fi-ame within the cycle time 333. For

example, with a ramp duration of 10 jiseconds and a 25 |iseconds cycle time, the

pulse width will vary between 2 ^seconds and 10 ^seconds. In other words, the 25

^seconds sample period has been compressed into a maximum of 10 ^seconds (e.g.,

less than 50 percent duty cycle).
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The pulse width modulated waveform 340 is applied to edge detect circuit

256 which detects the falling edge ofthe pulses of the pulse width modulated

waveform 340 or, alternatively, both the rising and falling edges ofthe pulses of the

pulse width modulated waveform 340. If only the falling edge is detected, the edge

detect circuit 256 generates a constant width pulse stream representative of the

falling edges 342 to be provided to the pulse driver 260 v^th the rising edge ofthe

pulses being indicated by the stream of reference pulses 332 from reference pulse

generator 251. However, preferably, both the rising and trailing edges are detected

providing a stream of pulses representative thereof as shown by waveform 344 of

Figure 8. The width ofthe pulses generated is controlled as previously described

herein. The stream of constant width pulses 344 is applied to pulse driver circuit

260. The IR LED 270 is then driven by pulses 269 from the pulse driver circuit 260

such that pulses ofIR light are emitted therefrom.

The IR receiver circuit 300 shown in Figure 7B includes an IR sensitive

photodiode 302, a pulse detect circuit 303 including an amplification circuit 304 and

digitization circuit 306, a pulse width converter circuit 309 including a flip flop 310,

a one-shot circuit 308, a pulse width demodulation circuit 31 1, a duty cycle

detection and polarity correction circuit 317, a filter/amplifier circuit 318, and

speaker 320. IR pulses are detected by IR sensitive photodiode 302 which generates

an electrical signal 352 including output pulses as shown in Figure 9. The electrical

output pulses from the photodiode 302 correspond to the IR pulses detected thereby.

The electrical signal 352 is applied to amplification circuit 304 for amplification

and provision to digitization circuit 306, e.g., a comparator circuit. The amplified

pulses may be compared to a predetermined reference by the comparator circuit to

determine if an IR pulse has been received. The comparator generates a stream of

pulses 354, e.g., logic level pulses, representative of the detected IR pulses to be

used in clocking the flip flop 310 ofthe pulse width converter circuit 309 which

basically divides the pulses by two. In other words, the flip flop 3 10 is toggled by

the received logic level pulses 354, e.g., rising edge pxxlses and falling edge pulses,

to convert the pulse stream 354 to a pulse width modulated stream of pvilses 356 as
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shown in Figxire 9. Also, the stream of pulses 354 are applied to the one shot circixit

308 for duty cycle detection and polarity correction purposes as described further

below. The output of the flip flop 3 10 is rising edge detected and used to generate

a reset pulse that marks the beginning of a linear ramp signal 368, as shown in

Figure 9, generated by ramp generator circuit 3 12 of pulse demodulation circuit

311. The output ofthe flip flop 3 1 0 is falling edge detected by falling edge detector

3 14 to generate a stream of sampling pulses 359. The rising edge pulse that causes

the flip flop to change state at the rising edge of the pulse width modulated stream

ofpulses 356, also causes the one shot circuit 308 to start a time out period 351

ruiming in which the trailing edge pulse that causes the state of the flip flop to

change must be received before the one shot circuit 308 triggers a falling edge

detector 373 to send a reset pulse to the flip flop 309, e.g., 12 ^second when the

ramp time is 10 ^seconds. During the time out period 351, a high logic state is

provided to the AND gate 361 by the one shot circuit 308 as shown by waveform

358 in Figure 9. Upon occurrence of a falling edge pulse and detection of the

falling edge of a pulse width modulated pulse of the stream of pixlses 356 during the

time out period 351, a short duration high sampling pulse 359 is provided by the

falling edge detection circuit 3 14 of the duty cycle detection and polarity correction

circuit 3 17 to the AND gate 361

.

As high logic states are provided to the AND gate 361 from both the edge

detection circuit 314 and the one shot circuit 308 when a falling edge is detected

within time period 351, a gated sample pulse 362 is provided by the AND gate 361

to open a gate on a sample/hold circuit 316 that is sampling the linear ramp 368

generated by the ramp generator circuit 312. The gate closes and the ramp voltage

last sampled is held until the next sample is taken. As such, the stepped waveform

366 as shown in Figure 9 is provided from the sample/hold circuit 316. This

stepped waveform 366 is then applied to the filter/amplifier circuit 318 to filter the

received stepped voltage waveform 366 to obtain the audio signal 370 as shown m

Figure 9. The filtered audio signal 370 is then amplified and applied to speaker 320

for sound production.
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The duty cycle detection and polarity correction circuit 3 17 is used to

maintain polarity ofthe pulse width modulated stream of pulses 356. The falling

edge pulse that is to used to change the state of the flip flop 310 from the state

caused by leading edge pulse is expected to arrive at the flip flop 310 within the

time period allowed for the modulated pulse, e.g., within 12 |useconds of the leading

edge pulse that changes the state of the flip flop 310. The reset time-out period 351

as shown in Figure 9 is set in which to detect the trailing edge pulse used to change

the state ofthe flip flop 310. However, ifthe falling edge pulse is not detected, then

the one-shot circuit 308 times out and triggers falling edge detector 371 to provide a

reset pulse 373 as shown in Figure 9 to the flip flop 3 10 to make the state ofthe flip

flop 310 correct for the next received leading edge pulse. In other words, the one

shot circuit 308 changes the logic state provided to the AND gate 361, e.g, it goes

low, as shown in waveform 358 of Figure 9, which triggers the falling edge detector

371 . Although the falling edge due to the reset pulse is detected by the falling edge

detection circuit 3 14 and a short high pulse is provided to the AND gate 361, with

the one shot circuit input to the AND gate 361 being low, a gated sample pxxlse 362

is not provided to the sample and hold circuit 316. As such, the previously sampled

state is maintained. In such a maimer, the polarity ofthe pulse width modulated

pulse stream 356 can be maintained. Being able to retain polarity is important

because it reduces the noise caused by frequent polarity reversals due to marginal

reception conditions.

This altemate embodiment described with reference to Figures 7-9, can be

described in other general terms. For example, the transmitter is a fixed frequency

(e.g., period of 25 ixseconds) voltage to pulse width convertor with a less than 50%

duty cycle. The receiver is a pxilse width to voltage convertor that takes advantage

of the maximum pulse width, e.g., 10 [iseconds, for the modulated pulse together

with fixed frequency to allow polarity determination. In other words, the operation

can be referred to as mixed mode encoding. Analog information is provided by the

pulse width modulated pulse stream, with each pulse occurring in less than half

(e.g., 12 jiseconds) of the cycle time (e.g., 25 ^seconds). Further, one bit of digital
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polarity is encoded in the duty cycle (e.g., less than 50% or more than 50%) that is

transmitted using the constant width p\ilse technique in which pulses representative

of the rising and falling edges of a pulse width modulated stream of pulses are

generated. The receiver detects the duty cycle and corrects the polarity ofthe

received pulses.

Figure 10 is a perspective view of an IR transmitter apparatus 404 and an ER

receiver apparatus 430 of a portable IR commimication system 400 which may

implement one or more of the concepts described herein, e.g., modulation and

demodulation circuitry. The IR transmitter apparatus 404 includes at least one

mfrared light emitting device 408 mounted on a transmitter housing 410 for

transmission of IR signals 409 to IR receiver apparatus 430. The transmitter

housing is configured to be removably coupled to the phone apparatus 402, e.g., a

cellular phone, such that a microphone 407 (shown in Figure 1 1) is positioned

adjacent the sound output device 420 (also shown in Figure 1 1) ofthe phone

apparatus 402.

Figure 1 1 is a more detailed perspective view ofthe IR transmitter apparatus

404 of Figure 10 and the phone apparatus 402 to which it may be coupled. The

transmitter housing 410 encloses a microphone 407 and any transmitter circuitry

necessary to drive the IR light emittmg devices 408, e.g., IR LEDs, Two infi-ared

light emitting devices 408 are mounted on the transmitter housmg 410, however any

suitable number ofLEDs may be used. The transmitter housing 4 10 is configured

with an opening 417 sized to fit over an end 422 ofphone apparatus 402. The

transmitter housing 404 fimctions like a cap mounted, e.g., snap fitted, on the end

422 and provides microphone 407 adjacent sound output 420. The transmitter

housmg 410 includes cap portion 421 having opening 417 defined therein for fitting

over the end of multiple types ofphones. As such, the transmitter apparatus 404 is a

universal apparatus that can be switched from one phone to another. The cap

portion 421 also includes a battery pod or compartment 416 defined therein to hold

a power source. Extending from the preferably rectangular cap portion 421 is a

microphone housing portion 423 that houses the microphone 407. The microphone
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housing portion 423 is preferably orthogonal to the cap portion 421 . Preferably, the

transmitter housing 410 holds the microphone 407 adjacent the sound output 420 in

a stable position, e.g., without significant movement being allowed that may cause

quality problems. Some movement may be tolerated.

Various dampening structures 412, e.g., pads, are provided for housing

isolation between the phone apparatus 402 and transmitter housing 410. Further,

acoustic dampening material 414 is provided relative to the microphone 407 to

provide housing isolation and prevent extemal noise firom reaching the microphone

407. For example, in Figure 1 1, a ring of acoustic dampening material 414 is

provided about the microphone 407.

Another illustrative embodiment of a transmitter housing 472 ofa

transmitter apparatus 470 is shown in Figure 13. The transmitter housing 472 has

IR LEDs 474 mounted thereon. In this embodiment, the transmitter housing 472

includes a band element 476, e.g. two portions that fasten together, that can wrap

around a perimeter of a phone apparatus such that microphone 477 ofthe

transmitter apparatus 470 is adjacent a sound output (not shown) of a phone

apparatus. The microphone 477 is surrounded by acoustic dampening material 479

in much the same manner as described with reference to Figure 1 1 . The band

element 476 has associated therewith fastening elements 478 on one or both of the

portions ofband element 476. For example, the fastening elements 478 may

include hook and loop fasteners, releasable adhesives, etc. Further, the band

element 476 may be formed of a single elastic material to hold the transmitter

apparatus 470 about the phone apparatus.

Several illustrative diagrams of receiver apparatus usable in accordance with

the present invention vAll be described with reference to Figures 12A-12C and

Figure 14. Although such receiver apparatus can be used in conjunction with the

transmitter apparatus described herein, various other types of IR receivers may be

used with such transmitter apparatus, including IR headsets as opposed to ear

supported devices.
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Figure 12A is a side view of the IR receiver apparatus 430 shown in Figure

10. Figure 12B is an exploded end view of the IR receiver apparatus 430 of Figure

10 and Figure 12C is a perspective rear view of a speaker portion of the IR receiver

apparatus 430 of Figure 12B. The IR receiver apparatus 430 includes a receiver

5 housing 43 1 that is configured as a behind the ear receiver securable by the pinna of

the ear. The receiver housing 43 1 includes a first body portion 432 that includes a

behind the ear element 434 to secure the receiver housing 43 1 by the pinna ofthe

ear and a speaker holding element 440 extending from the behind the ear element

434. Preferably, the behind the ear element 434 is of a curved nature to comfortably

1 0 wrap around the pinna of the ear with at least one IR sensitive photodiode 436

positioned at a surface of the behind the ear element 434. Preferably, the IR

sensitive photodiode 436 is located such that it is facing the same direction as the

user's face when receiver apparatus 430 is secured by the pinna ofthe ear.

The speaker holding element 440 has an opening 456 defined therethrough

15 along axis 458. Preferably, the opening 456 is of an oblong or circular shape cross

sectional shape, but any shape or size may be used. The opening 456 has an inner

surface 457 that includes speaker contacts 452 mounted therein.

The receiver housing 431 further includes a second body portion 438

encompassing at least the speaker of the receiver apparatus 430. The second body

20 portion 438 is sized to be retained within the opening 456. Further, the second body

portion 438 includes speaker contacts 454 for mating with the speaker contacts 452

moimted in the opening 456 ofthe speaker holding element 440 ofthe first body

portion 432.

The second body portion 438 preferably includes a speaker element portion

25 460 and a connection portion 465. Further, preferably, the speaker portion 460 that

lies outside of the opening 456 when the second portion 438 is assembled with the

first portion 431 has a compressible material cover 462, e.g., foam, to provide

comfort to the user and adequate coupling of soimd to the ear. The connection

portion 465 is sized to fit in the opening 456 such that the contacts 454 at a surface

30 of the connection portion 465 mate with the contacts 452 in the contact region 450
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ofthe receiver housing 43 1 , Preferably, the transmitter components other than the

speaker are mounted in the first body portion 432 of the receiver housing 43 1

.

However, depending on the size of such components they could be moimted in

either or both such body portions.

With the IR receiver housing 43 1 having a separate second body portion 438

that is removable from the opening 456, the second body portion 438 can be

inserted in the opening 456 from either direction along axis 458 with mating of the

contacts 454 and 452 occurring independent of the direction of insertion. As such,

the receiver housing 43 1 can be secured to either ear ofthe user wdth the speaker

element portion 460 ofthe second body portion 438 being next to the user's ear and

the IR LED facing forward.

Figure 14 is a side view of an altemate embodiment of an IR receiver

apparatus 470, e.g., earbud receiver. The receiver apparatus 470 includes a receiver

housing 471 that is securable within the concha ofthe ear. The receiver housing

471 includes a speaker portion 472 that encloses at least the speaker and preferably,

also a power source of the receiver (e.g., battery, not shown). The speaker portion

472 has a compactable/expandable material 474 (e.g., foam, sponge, etc.) about at

least a portion thereof to support the receiver housing 471 in the concha ofthe ear.

The material 474 is placed in a compacted state upon insertion in the concha ofthe

ear. Thereafter, when released from the compacted state, the material expands to an

expanded state to hold the receiver housing 471 in the concha of the ear.

The receiver housing 471 fiirther includes an elongated portion 476 that

extends from the speaker portion 472. Preferably, the elongated portion 476

generally extends in a direction orthogonal from the speaker portion 472, or at least

in a non-aligned direction. The weight of the apparatus 470 is concentrated in the

speaker portion 472 for stability within the concha ofthe ear. Further, at least a

portion ofthe transmitter components are enclosed by the elongated portion 476

with at least one IR sensitive device 478, e.g. IR photodiode, mounted thereon.

Preferably, an IR photodiode 478 is mounted towards the distal end 477 ofthe

elongated portion 476. In such a position, the elongated portion 476 can be adjusted
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#
to "point" the photodiode in a particular direction that may assist in reception of IR

signals. Further, the elongated portion 476 may be formed as a flexible portion to

allow for positioning ofthe photodiode for reception and also for stability

positioning ofthe apparatus in the ear.

Figure 1 5 is a perspective view of a lapel IR transmitter apparatus 482

useable with the communication system of Figure 1 and Figures 16A-16B are

illustrations of corded IR transmitters 520 and receivers 510 usable with the

communication system of Figure 1 . Such embodiments are provided to show the

additional components that may be used in a portable system as described with

reference to Figure 1.

For example, a user 480 may wear the lapel transmitter 482 that includes a

microphone 484 for picking up sound input. The transmitter apparatus 482 may

transmit using the IR light emitting device 486 driven by circuitry within housing

485. Such IR signals may be received by an IR wireless receiver apparatus such as

described herein. Further, the modulation/demodulation techniques described

herein may be used for communication using the lapel transmitter 482 or any other

transmitter apparatus.

Further, as shown in Figure 16A, a corded IR receiver 510 having a corded

connection element 516, e.g., a jack, may be used for receiving IR signals generated

according to the present invention. For example, the receiver may be connected to a

computer 500 having a sound card for output of sound based on the received IR

signals detected by IR sensitive diode 512 and demodulated by circuitry within

housing 514.

Yet further, as shown in Figure 16B, a corded IR transmitter 520 having a

corded cormection element 518, e.g., a jack, may be used for transmittmg IR signals

generated according to the present invention. For example, the transmitter

apparatus 520 may be cormected to a computer 500 having a sound output jack for

providing audio signal to IR transmitter 520 for modulation by circuitry within

housing 526 for transmission by IR LED 524.
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One skilled in the art will recognize that various accessories items may be

provided in conjimction with the present invention to provide suitable

communication between the transmitter apparatus and receiver apparatus. For

example, a dashboard cradle or holder may be used to place the phone apparatus

having the transmitter coupled thereto in a position suitable for IR commxinication

to be accomplished. Further phone positioning devices may include a visor clip, a

window slit cradle similar to a cup holder, etc.

Preferably, according to the present invention, the ear secured housing only

includes a receiver and does not include any transmitter components. With respect

to use ofthe present invention with a phone apparatus, the microphone of the phone

apparatus is believed to be able to pick up voice from a user when the phone

apparatus is within a certain distance from the user. Thxis, the need for additional

components to relay voice to the microphone of the phone apparatus are

unnecessary. However, the present invention contemplates the use of the system

and methods described herein with other voice reception equipment.

A method ofusing a portable communication system 10 described with

reference to Figure 1 with a phone apparatus (such as shown in Figure 11) having a

sound output device is one significant application ofthe system of the present

invention. The method includes providing the removable transmitter apparatus 12

that includes the transmitter housing 28 enclosing at least the microphone and

modulation circuitry. The removable transmitter apparatus 12 is secured to the

phone apparatus such that the microphone is positioned adjacent the sound output

device of the phone apparatus as previously described herein or in any other

maimer, e.g., cap mounting or v^th use of a wrap around band. Being removable,

the transmitter apparatus may be detached from the phone apparatus and secured to

a different phone apparatus. In such a method, the transmission technique need not

be IR, but could be RF or any other suitable wireless transmission techniques.

All patents and references cited herein are incorporated in their entirety as if

each were incorporated separately. It is to be understood that the above description

is intended to be illustrative, and not restrictive to the present invention. Many
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other embodiments will be apparent to those skilled in the art upon reviewing the

above description. The scope ofthe invention should, therefore, be determined with

reference to the appended claims along with the fiill scope of equivalents to which

such claims are entitled.
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